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Born of a respectable Brahmana family of Broach, he
passed through the usual studies at school and college, and
came out as a lawyer in 1913. Law, he has accepted as his
profession, but his love is for Mother India; and he has
striven to fulfil this love, among other things, through liter-
ature. The crowning blessing of his life, however, came
when, after the death of his first wife, he married his pre-
sent wife, Lilavati, and found in her his twin-soul Munshi's
has been a life of strenuous work and multifold activities,
He spent busy days in the University of Bombay, in the
Bombay Legislative Council, and in the High Court; and
found time and energy to edit the monthly Gujarata, and
to pour forth an uninterrupted stream of essays, stories,
plays and novels. In 1930 he joined the Congress and has
spent over two years in jail.
Munshi's works may be considered in classified groups
as under :—
 1.	Social and semi-political novels: Veranl  Vasulnta,
Revenge Accomplished, (1913-14), KonoVnhkat,   Who is
Guilty ?, (1915-16), Svapnadrshta,  The Dreamer (1924-25),
and Snehasambhrama, Confusion in Love (1931-32).
 2.	Historical romances comprising the splendid trio-
logy about the Calukyas of Gujarata: Pnlanarii PrabhutU,
The Greatness of Patana, (1916), Gujafdtano Nntha, The
Lord of Gujarata, (191849) and Rnjndhifdja, The King of
Kings, (1922-23); the beautiful gem, Prthvwallabha (1920-
21); and the first of another series dealing with the Imperial
Mauryas, BhagvUn Kau\ilya (1924-25).
 3.	Puranic dramas based on ancient historical tradition
of India : Purandaraparnjaya, The Conquest of Indra (1922),
Avibhaktntma, The Soul Undivided, (1923), Tarpana, The
Obsequial Offering (1934), and Putrasamovadi, Like Unto a
Son, (1929).   DhruvaswUminidevl (1928), though not strictly
Puranic, may also be considered in this group.   LopUmudrft
(1933)/ is sub-divided into one novel, Vifoaratha and three
plays, SambarakanyS, Devedidheli, and Vi&nmitrarshi, deal-
ing with the life of the Rgvedic Visvamitra and the first
authentic incident of Indian history, the war between the
Divodasa and the Dasyu king Sambara,

